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Nonlinear Information Aggregation via Evidential
Reasoning in Multiattribute Decision Analysis

Under Uncertainty
Jian-Bo Yang and Dong-Ling Xu

Abstract—In many decision situations, it is inevitable to
deal with both quantitative and qualitative information under
uncertainty. Evidence-based reasoning within a multiple criteria
decision analysis framework provides an alternative way of
handling such information systematically and consistently. In
this paper, the evidential reasoning (ER) approach is introduced,
which is based on a recursive ER algorithm that, in essence, con-
stitutes a nonlinear information aggregation process. To facilitate
the application of the ER approach and as an indispensable part
of its development, the nonlinear features of the ER information
aggregation process need to be thoroughly investigated and
properly understood. This forms the theme of this paper where the
nonlinear features are explored by examining typical reasoning
patterns in aggregating harmonic, quasi-harmonic, and contradic-
tory decision information. This analytical investigation provides
insights into the recursive nature of the ER approach as well as
valuable experience that could be useful to other researchers and
practitioners interested in developing and applying operation
research/artificial intelligence (OR/AI)-based approaches for
decision analysis under uncertainty. The analytical study is com-
plemented by the numerical studies of two application examples.
The analysis of a quality assessment problem for motor engines
is aimed to show the step-by-step process of implementing the
ER approach and to illustrate its nonlinear features in a real-life
decision situation. The study of a more complex assessment
problem in ship design is intended to demonstrate the potential
of the ER approach and its supporting software for dealing with
general decision problems.

Index Terms—Assessment, evidential reasoning (ER), multiple
attribute decision analysis under uncertainty, nonlinear informa-
tion aggregation, operation research/artificial intelligence (OR/AI)
approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

M OST decision problems in management and engineering
involve multiple criteria of both a quantitative and qual-

itative nature, which may constitute a hierarchy [5], [18]. It
is essential to properly represent and aggregate such informa-
tion for rational decision analysis. In the traditional operational
research (OR) paradigm, a quantitative multiattribute decision
analysis (MADA) problem is usually modeled using a decision
matrix where an option is assessed on each attribute using a real
number. Several methods have been proposed to deal with such
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quantitative MADA problems, among which the additive utility
function approach is one of the simplest [8], [28].

Pairwise comparisons are widely used for modeling MADA
problems, in particular, for generating relative weights for at-
tributes [2], [10], [16], [18]. However, the use of pairwise com-
parisons to assess alternatives may lead to problems such as rank
reversal, as within the AHP framework [2], [3], [4], [10], [12],
[20].

In the above-mentioned modeling frameworks, an attribute
is assessed at an alternative using a numerical score or ratio.
However, it is difficult, if not impossible, to use a single score
or ratio for capturing imprecision and vagueness inherent in a
subjective assessment. One of the drawbacks of scoring a sub-
jective judgment as an average number is the possible loss of
linkage between assessment and business-planning activities in
complex decision situations such as organizational self-assess-
ment based on business excellence models [34].

Much attention has been paid to decision analysis under un-
certainty in various application areas [6], [14], [15], [25], [26],
[27]. Fuzzy sets and other artificial intelligence (AI) methods
have been developed to cater for uncertain qualitative informa-
tion [1], [17], [25]. In the hybrid OR/AI paradigm, a MADA
problem having both quantitative and qualitative information
with uncertainty may be modeled using a generalized and ex-
tended decision matrix, where an attribute is assessed using a
belief structure represented by distributions [33].

The evidential reasoning (ER) approach has been developed
for aggregating such distributions [26], [27], [33], [35]. The ER
approach is based on an evaluation analysis model [36] and
the Dempster–Shafer (D–S) theory of evidence [17] and can
deal with multiattribute decision analysis problems having both
quantitative and qualitative information under uncertainty. It has
been applied to decision problems in engineering and manage-
ment, e.g., motorcycle assessment [26], [27], general cargo ship
design [19], marine system safety analysis and synthesis [21],
[22], software safety synthesis [23], retrofit ferry design [30],
and executive car assessment [31].

As reported in a comparative study [33], the ER approach is
capable of generating credible results just as several well-known
MADA methods for problems where all of them are applicable.
These include multiattribute utility function approach [13],
[8] and [24], Saaty’s (left) eigenvector method (AHP) [18],
Belton’s normalized (left) eigenvector procedure [3], and
Johnson’s right eigenvector procedure [12]. In dealing with a
quantitative attribute, the ER approach assumes a piecewise
linear marginal utility function [11], [29], [33]. It can be used
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as an alternative means in conjunction with other well-known
methods to support the solution of a purely quantitative MADA
problem. It should be noted that to apply the ER approach
one does not have to use extra or different data from those
required by the above well-known methods, though the ER
approach does provide flexible ways to consistently represent
various types of information within an integrated framework
and employ a unique process for aggregating information [33].

The kernel of the ER approach is a recursive ER algorithm
developed on the basis of decision theory and the evidence com-
bination rule of the D–S theory. Due to its recursive nature, the
ER algorithm exhibits various nonlinear features in information
aggregation, which are difficult to reveal and explain in general
decision situations. This may be a common issue associated with
hybrid OR/AI approaches. For appropriate application of any
decision analysis method, however, it is essential to understand
how and why it works at least in specific cases, if it is difficult
or impossible to do so in general situations.

This paper reports both analytical and numerical investiga-
tions into several typical reasoning patterns of the ER approach,
including harmonic, quasi-harmonic, and contradictory rea-
soning patterns. Operational (nonrecursive) reasoning functions
for these reasoning patterns are generated and illustrated in
simple yet typical decision situations. The purpose of this
analytical investigation is to provide insights into the recursive
nature of the ER algorithm as well as useful operational
functions for information aggregation. This research is also
intended to provide valuable experience that could be useful
to other researchers and practitioners interested in developing
and applying OR/AI-based approaches for supporting decision
analysis under uncertainty.

To put the analytical investigation in context, the ER modeling
framework is discussed where both complete and incomplete
assessments can be catered for in a consistent manner. By a
complete or incomplete assessment it is meant that the total
degree of belief assigned in the assessment is equal to or less
than one, respectively. A real number could be transformed
to a complete assessment using equivalence transformation
techniques [33]. Incomplete assessments may result from the
lack of evidence or the inability of the assessor to provide
accurate judgments or the failure for some assessors to provide
valid judgments in a group decision situation.

While it is complicated to produce general analytical func-
tions for the ER information aggregation process, in this paper,
numerical studies are provided to demonstrate similar nonlinear
features in real-life decision situations. Two numerical studies
are reported. The first one is concerned with a relatively
simple decision problem of assessing the quality of motor
engines based on multiple performance attributes. The problem
is represented using the ER modeling framework, and the
implementation procedure of the ER approach is illustrated on
a step-by-step basis. Detailed numerical studies are provided
for further investigation of the nonlinear reasoning patterns of
the ER approach in connection with this problem.

The second example deals with a more complex assessment
problem in ship design having a multilevel attribute hierarchy.
The problem involves examining three retrofit design options
for a short sea ferry to enhance its stability characteristics. This

multilevel problem is modeled using a concise format of the ER
framework. A new decision support system calledintelligent de-
cision system (IDS), developed to implement the ER approach,
is briefly described in support of the assessment process of the
retrofit ferry design.

The ER modeling framework for MADA is discussed in the
next section, followed by an introduction of the ER approach.
In Section III, typical ER patterns are examined and illustrated.
The engine quality and ship design assessment problems are
analyzed in Section IV and Section V, respectively.

II. I NTRODUCTION TO THE EVIDENTIAL

REASONING (ER) APPROACH

A. Basic ER Framework for Multiattribute Decision Analysis
Under Uncertainty

A simple ER modeling framework is discussed in this sec-
tion. More general ER modeling frameworks are investigated
by Yang [33]. For example, take a simple problem of assessing
the quality of motor engines. Multiple quality attributes could be
taken into account in the assessment, e.g.,responsiveness, fuel
economy, quietness, vibration, andstarting, as shown in Fig. 1.
Weights can be assigned to attributes to reflect their relative im-
portance. To evaluate attributes, precise numbers or subjective
judgments can be used to differentiate one option (engine) from
another [33]. In this paper, we use distributions to represent as-
sessment information.

A distribution is originally designed to represent a subjective
assessment with uncertainty [26]. To evaluate thequietnessof
anengine, for example, an assessor may state that he is 50% sure
it is goodand 30% sure it isexcellent[9]. In the statement,good
andexcellentdenote distinctive evaluation standards (grades),
and the percentage values of 50% and 30% are referred to as
the degrees of belief, which indicate the extents to which the
grades are assessed. The above assessment can be expressed as
the following distribution:

(1a)

where stands for the state of the engine’squiet-
nessand the real numbers 0.5 and 0.3 denote the degrees of
belief of 50% and 30%, respectively.

To assess the engine on other attributes or the quality of dif-
ferent engines, other evaluation grades may also be used such
aspoor, indifferent, andaverage[9]. To assess the above engine
on the other four attributes, for example, the following distribu-
tions can be acquired [9], [26]:

(1b)

(1c)

(1d)

(1e)

Note that distribution (1a) is an incomplete assessment as the
total degree of belief in the assessment is 0.50.3 1 (or 50%
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Fig. 1. Evaluation hierarchy forengine quality.

30% 100%), while distributions (1b)–(1e) express com-
plete assessments. In the assessment of a quantitative attribute,
numerical data may be used. Such numerical data denote pre-
cise assessments and can also be expressed as distributions using
equivalence transformation techniques [33]. The ER approach
summarized below provides a rational process to generate an
overall assessment by aggregating the judgments, as given in
(1a)–(1e).

B. The ER Computational Steps

The ER approach uses the concepts in decision theory, set
theory, probability theory and the D–S theory for aggregating
multiple attributes. Suppose there is a simple two level eval-
uation hierarchy with a general attributeat the upper level
and several associated basic attributes at the lower level. The
above engine assessment problem constitutes such a hierarchy
with engine qualityas a general attribute and the five quality
criteria as basic attributes. Suppose there arebasic attributes

. The ER approach can be summarized as
follows.

Step 1: Definition and representation of a multiattribute
decision problem.

i) Define a set of basic attributes as follows:

(2)

Suppose the basic attributes include all the factors influencing
the assessment of the general attribute.

ii) Estimate the relative weights of the attributes
where is the relative weight for

basic attribute and is normalized so that

and (3)

iii) Define distinctive evaluation grades
as a complete set of standards for assessing each

option on all attributes, or

(4)

iv) Then, a multiattribute decision problem can be rep-
resented using the following distributions for an option

on an attribute :

(5)

where denotes a degree of belief and with
. A distribution, as shown in (5), reads that

an attribute at an option is assessed to a grade with a
degree of belief of .

Step 2: Basic probability assignments for each basic attribute
at an option .

Let be a basic probability mass representing the degree
to which the th basic attribute supports a hypothesis that the
general attribute at is assessed to theth evaluation grade

. Let be a remaining probability mass unassigned to
any individual grade after has been assessed. and
are calculated as follows:

(6)

(7a)

Decompose into and as follows:

and (7b)

with

is the first part of the remaining probability mass that is
not yet assigned to individual grades due to the fact that attribute
(denoted by ) only plays one part in the assessment relative to

its weight. is the second part of the remaining probability
mass unassigned to individual grades, which is caused due to
the incompleteness in the assessment .

Step 3: Combined probability assignments for a general
attribute at an option .

Let , ,
and . The combined

probability assignments , ,
, and can be generated by aggregating all the

basic probability assignments using the following recursive ER
algorithm [35]:

(8a)

(8b)

(8c)

(8d)

(8e)
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For , the terms of the above algorithm can be inter-
preted as follows. In (8a), the term measures the
degree of both attributes and supporting the general at-
tribute to be assessed to ; the degree of only

supporting to be assessed to ; and the de-
gree of only supporting to be assessed to . In (8c), the
term measures the degree to whichcannot be as-
sessed to any individual grades due to the incomplete assess-
ments for both and ; the degree to which
cannot be assessed due to the incomplete assessments for
only; and the degree to which cannot be assessed
due to the incomplete assessments foronly. In (8d), the term

measures the degree to whichhas not yet been
assessed to individual grades due to the relative importance of

and after and have been aggregated. as calcu-
lated by (8c) is used to normalize and so that

.
Step 4: Calculation of the combined degrees of belief for a

general attribute at an option.
Let denote a degree of belief that the general attributeat
is assessed to the grade , which is generated by combining

the assessments for all the associated basic attributes
at . is then calculated by

(9a)

(9b)

Step 5: Representation of the distributed overall assessment
and calculation of the expected utility of an option.

The distributed overall assessment ofis given by the fol-
lowing distribution:

(10)

Suppose the utility of a grade , denoted by , is es-
timated using for example the certainty monetary equivalence
method [24] with if is preferred to

. If the overall assessment is complete, the expected utility
of on is then calculated by

(11)

Step 6: Calculation of the utility interval for an option .
Complementary to the distributed assessment [ (10)], a utility

interval can be established if the overall assessment is incom-
plete. The maximum, minimum, and average utilities ofare
calculated by

(12a)

(12b)

(12c)

Note that if all original assessments in the gener-
alized decision matrix are complete, then and

. It should
also be noted that the above utilities are only used for character-
izing an assessment but not for attribute aggregation.

Step 7: The ranking of the options.
The ranking of two alternatives and is based on their

utility intervals. is said to be preferred to if and only if
; is said to be indifferent to if and

only if and . Oth-
erwise, the average utility may be used to generate a ranking.

III. I NVESTIGATION OF TYPICAL EVIDENTIAL

REASONING PATTERNS

The above ER approach establishes a relationship between
a combined degree of belief and basic degrees of belief. Sev-
eral fundamental features of the approach, which must satisfy
certain common sense rules, have already been analyzed [35].
For instance, it is proved that the combined degrees of belief as
calculated using (9a) and (9b) are always summed to be equal
to one with or , depending upon whether or not
the basic assessments are all complete. It is also shown that if
all basic attributes are precisely assessed to an individual grade,
then the associated general attribute will be precisely assessed
to the same grade. Furthermore, if all basic attributes are com-
pletely assessed to a subset of grades, then the general attribute
is completely assessed to the same subset as well.

In this and the following sections, several reasoning patterns
of the ER approach will be investigated, which are related to its
nonlinear features in information aggregation. In this section,
analytical investigations will be conducted for simple yet typ-
ical decision situations. In next section, numerical investigations
will be conducted to reveal similar features in real-life decision
situations.

A. Combined Degree of Belief Versus Weight in Contradictory
Evaluations

Suppose a general attributeis associated with two basic at-
tributes and having weights and , respectively, with

. If and are completely assessed to two dif-
ferent evaluation grade, say and , respectively, or

for

for

from (6)–(7b) we have

for

for

and

and

From (8e), we have
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From (8a)–(8d), the combined probability assignments are ob-
tained by

for

Let and note that . From (9a) we have
. From (9b), we calculate the combined degrees of belief

as follows:

for

Fig. 2 shows the curves of and with respect to . With
the increase of , increases and decreases monotonically.
Furthermore, when increases from 0 to 0.5, the derivative
of increases monotonically from 0 to 2 and then decreases
from 2 to 0 when increases further from 0.5 to 1. This pat-
tern implies that the two basic attributes are of similar influence
if they are of equivalent importance. If one attribute becomes
more important than the other, then the relative influence of the
former will increase quickly, more quickly than proportionally
as .

It is of interest to examine how the above pattern changes
when more basic attributes are involved in evaluation of. Sup-
pose and are replaced by two groups of attributes and

, with each group having the same number of attributes and
with the attributes of the same group of equal importance. Sup-
pose all the attributes in are absolutely assessed to and
those in to . Let be the total weight of all
the attributes in and in .

When the number of attributes in each group is one, we have
already obtained a curve for , as shown in Case 1 in Fig. 3.
When the number is four, we can generate another curve, shown
in Case 2 by running the ER algorithm. When the number is 20,
we have a new curve, shown in Case 3. It is clear from Fig. 3
that with the increase of attributes in each group the relationship
between and approaches a linear function and changes
more slowly around . Perhaps this feature could be
interpreted as an inertia effect of group assessments.

B. Harmonic Judgments

By harmonic judgments, it is meant that all attributes are as-
sessed to the same subset of evaluation grades with different
degrees of belief.

Suppose a general attributeis associated with two basic at-
tributes and having relative weights of and , respec-
tively, with . Typical complete harmonic judgments
would be that is assessed by

with

Fig. 2. Reasoning pattern for combined degree of belief versus weight.

Fig. 3. Reasoning pattern for combined degree of belief versus weight with
two groups of attributes.

and is assessed by

with

From (6)–(7b), we have

(13a)

(13b)

(14a)

(14b)

Using (8a)–(9b), we can obtain the following combined de-
grees of belief for assessment of:

Using (13a)–(14b), and are calculated by the equations
shown at the bottom of the next page which exhibit strongly non-
linear relationships between (or ) and .
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To illustrate the relationship between the combined degrees
of belief for and the basic degrees of belief for (or ),
let us fix and . Let , which means that is
precisely evaluated to . Consider three cases: 1) ;
2) ; and 3) . In Case 1, since from (3)

, we then have

The curves of and with respect to are shown
in Fig. 4. When , then and ,
which corresponds to the consensus evaluation as bothand

are precisely assessed to . In Fig. 4, with the increase of
, monotonically increases and monotonically de-

creases. The change patterns are close to linear functions. When
, then , which corresponds to the

contradictory evaluation as is precisely assessed to but
to .

In Case 2, since , we have and then

The curves of and with respect to are shown
in Fig. 5. As mentioned above, and represent the
consensus evaluation and contradictory evaluation, respectively.
Since the basic attributes is twice as important as , in-
creases quickly with and at , or

.
In Case 3, since , we have and then

The curves of and with respect to are shown in
Fig. 6. Similar to Cases 1 and 2, and represent the
consensus evaluation and contradictory evaluation, respectively.
At , .

C. Quasi-Harmonic Judgments

By quasi-harmonic judgments, it is meant that one attribute
is assessed to a subset of evaluation grades and another attribute
to a different subset of evaluation grades with the intersection
of the two subsets being not empty. In other words, the two at-
tributes are assessed to some common evaluation grades. Har-
monic judgments are obviously a special case of quasi-harmonic
judgments.

Suppose a general attributeis associated with two basic at-
tributes and with relative weights of and , respec-
tively, and . Typical complete quasi-harmonic judg-
ments would be that is assessed by

with

Fig. 4. Harmonic reasoning pattern with! = ! .

Fig. 5. Harmonic reasoning pattern with! = 2! .

Fig. 6. Harmonic reasoning pattern with! = ! =2.

and is assessed by

with
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From (6)–(7b), the basic probability assignments are given by

(15a)

(15b)

and

(16a)

(16b)

Using (8a)–(9b), we can obtain the combined degrees of be-
lief for assessment of as in the equations shown at the bottom
of the page. From (15a)–(16b), we then have

which exhibit strongly nonlinear relationships between
( or ) and , .

To illustrate the relationships between the combined degrees
of belief for and the basic degrees of belief for (or ), let
us fix and . Let , which means that is
equally evaluated to and . Then, consider three cases:
1) ; 2) ; 3) and .

In Case 1, since from (3) , we then have

The curves of , , and with respect to are
shown in Fig. 7. At , is assessed to but not
to . In this case, quasi-harmonic judgments reduce to contra-
dictory judgments as discussed in the next section. At this point

and (17)

Therefore, , . At , is
completely assessed to , leading to a high value for while

as is equally assessed to and but not to
.

In Case 2, since , we have and then

The curves of , , and with respect to are
shown in Fig. 8. Similar to Case 1, quasi-harmonic judgments
reduces to contradictory judgments at . Since at this
point (17) is satisfied, we have , .
At , is completely assessed to , resulting in a
high value for while .

In Case 3, since , we have and then

The curves of , , and with respect to are
shown in Fig. 9. Since in this case (17) is satisfied at ,
we then have , . With the increase
of , it becomes more likely that is assessed to . In
Fig. 9, this means that and monotonically decrease
and monotonically increases. At , and

becomes quite large as nowis completely assessed to .

D. Contradictory Judgments

By contradictory judgments it is meant that one attribute is
assessed to a subset of evaluation grades and another attribute
to a completely different subset of evaluation grades with the
intersection of the two subsets being empty.

Suppose a general attributeis associated with two basic
attributes and with relative weights of and ,
respectively, and . Typical complete contradictory
judgments would be that is assessed by

with

and is assessed by

with

with . From (6)–(7b), we have

and
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Fig. 7. Quasi-harmonic reasoning pattern with! = ! .

Fig. 8. Quasi-harmonic reasoning pattern with! = 2! .

Fig. 9. Quasi-harmonic reasoning pattern with! = ! =2.

Using (8a)–(9b), the combined degrees of belief for assess-
ment of are generated as follows:

For a given , is obviously proportional to only,
to , to , and to . This seems to be

a logical conclusion in a sense that should not be affected
by any basic degrees of belief other than .

IV. M OTOR ENGINE ASSESSMENT

In the previous section, the typical nonlinear reasoning pat-
terns of the ER approach were analyzed in aggregation of
two attributes and two groups of attributes only. Theoretically,
similar vigorous analyses could be conducted for aggregation
of three or more attributes, though this could be rather com-
plicated. Alternatively, numerical simulation can be conducted
to demonstrate similar reasoning patterns.

In this section, we apply the ER approach to dealing with a
relatively simple decision problem of assessing the quality of
four motor engines. The purpose of this study is to illustrate
how to implement the ER approach step-by-step and to conduct
sensitivity analyses for demonstrating its nonlinear features for
aggregating multiple attributes. Imprecise assessments are in-
cluded in this example.

A. Computational Steps

Step 1: The assessment attributes are as given in Fig. 1. The
set of basic attributes is defined by

(18)

We first assume equal weights for all the five basic attributes, or
. Five evaluation grades are

defined as follows:

The assessments for the first engine are given by (1a)–(1e).
For the second engine, the assessments are expressed by the
following distributions:

(19a)

(19b)

(19c)

(19d)

(19e)

For the third engine

(20a)

(20b)

(20c)

(20d)

(20e)
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For the fourth engine

(21a)

(21b)

(21c)

(21d)

(21e)

Step 2: Calculate the basic probability masses for the first
engine. From (1a)–(1e) and (5), we have

From (6)–(7b), we calculate the basic probability assignments
as follows:

Steps 3 and 4:Using (8a)–(9b), the combined degrees of
belief are generated by

The step-by-step illustration of the recursive ER algorithm can
be found in [33] and [35].

Step 5: The quality of the first engine can then be assessed
by

Step 6: Repeating Steps 2–5, we can generate the overall as-
sessments for the quality of the other three engines as follows:

B. Overall Assessments

From the above overall distributed assessments of the four
engines, it is fair to say that, in quality, the first engine is better
than the second engine, that is in turn better than the third en-
gine. It is also fair to say that the quality of the first engine is on
average better than that of the fourth engine, though the latter
does show excellent performance in some areas. However, the
precise comparisons of the fourth engine with the other three en-
gines depend on how the evaluation grades are defined, which
may be measured by utility.

Suppose the utilities of the evaluation grades are estimated by

Then, the utilities of the engines can be generated using
(12a)–(12c) as follows:

The minimum utility ofengine1 is 0.7754, larger than the max-
imum utilities of the other three engines. Therefore,engine1
should be ranked the first. This ranking is conclusive in spite
of the imprecision present in the original assessment data. The
ranking of the other engines can be achieved in the same way,
given as follows:

where denotes “is preferred to.”
Obviously, the above assessments and ranking are depen-

dent upon the original assessment data provided, the weights
assigned and the utilities estimated. To demonstrate in more
realistic situations the nonlinear features of the ER approach as
analyzed in Section III, the following sensitivity analyses are
conducted.

C. Sensitivity Analysis I—Changing Weights

Suppose the weights of all the five attributes are normal-
ized so that their total weights are summed to one. Suppose
the weight of fuel economyis changed from zero to one
with the weights of the other four attributes being equal, or

. Then, four average utility
curves as given by (12c) can be drawn for the four engines with
respect to . To simplify the analysis and without loss of gener-
ality, the average utilities are used for drawing the utility curves.
A window-based and graphically designed IDS1 developed on
the basis of the ER approach is used to support the analysis.

Fig. 10 shows the four curves of the average utilities of the
quality for the four engines. It is clear that with the increase of

1A demo version of the IDS software is available from the authors via email:
jian-bo.yang@umist.ac.uk.
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, the utility of the fourth engine increases and the utilities of
the other three engines decrease. The increase or decrease rates
of the utilities are not constant, indicating nonlinear relation-
ships between the utilities and. Also note that at points where
all the five attributes are of roughly equivalent importance (or

is around 0.2), the utility curves change faster than at other
points. These observations are consistent with the analyses re-
ported in Section III-A.

In Fig. 10, it is also clear that the ranking of the four engines
changes with . When is small ( 0.15), the fourth engine
is always ranked the last. With the increase of the importance of
fuel economy, the ranking of the fourth engine keeps improving
and eventually becomes the most preferred engine whenis
large ( 0.35). This is because the fourth engine has the best
fuel economyamong the four engines. The ranking of the first
and the second engines is swapped at around . With
the increase of , the second engine becomes relatively more
attractive than the first because the former has slightly betterfuel
economy.

D. Sensitivity Analysis II—Harmonic Judgments

In a decision problem of aggregating multiple attributes, most
judgments may not be purely one of the following three types of
judgments: 1) harmonic; 2) quasi-harmonic; or 3) contradictory.
In this subsection, harmonic judgments are analyzed together
with contradictory judgments. The assessments ofengine1 on
the five attributes fall into this type of judgments and are inves-
tigated to show the sensitivity of the overall assessments with
respect to the changes of basic degrees of belief.

As shown in (1a)–(1e), four attributes (quietness, responsive-
ness, vibration, andstarting) are all assessed to begood and
excellentfor engine1 and only itsfuel economyis assessed to
the two different grades: 1)indifferentand 2)average. Suppose
the original assessment onvibration for engine 1 changes
from 100% good up to 100%excellent. Let the parameter

denote the degree of belief thatvibration
of engine1 is assessed to the gradeexcellent. Suppose the five
attributes are of equal importance.

The overall belief degrees assessed to the four grades
(indifferent, average, good, and excellent) with respect to

are shown in Fig. 11. As expected, the
belief degree togood monotonically (not linearly) decreases
and that toexcellentmonotonically (almost linearly) increases.
The belief degrees toindifferentandaveragehave little change
with . These quasi-linear patterns are
generated due to the assignment of equal weights to all the five
attributes. The above changes improve the attractiveness of
engine1 that is already the best engine of the four alternatives
with the five attributes given equal importance. The change
patterns of both harmonic and contradictory judgments shown
in Fig. 11 are similar to those of the quasi-harmonic reasoning
patterns of Section III-B, as shown in Fig. 4.

If the attributes are given different weights, the above rea-
soning patterns will change. Supposevibration is twice as im-
portant as each of the other four attributes, or

. The overall belief degrees assessed to the
four grades (indifferent, average, good, andexcellent) with re-
spect to is then shown in Fig. 12. Com-

Fig. 10. Change of utilities with respect to! .

Fig. 11. Sensitivity analysis for engine 1(! = ! = ! = ! = ! ).

pared with Fig. 11, the belief degrees to bothgoodandexcellent
change more quickly in a more strongly nonlinear fashion. This
is consistent with the reasoning patterns shown in Fig. 5 of Sec-
tion III-B and in Fig. 2 of Section III-A. With the changes ap-
plied,engine1 is still ranked the best, though its utility is slightly
reduced when itsvibration is assumed to be 100%good.

The above analysis show that the ER aggregation process for
harmonic judgments is nonlinear and the nonlinearity depends
on the assignment of weights to attributes. With the existence of
harmonic judgments, the greater the difference among attribute
weights the stronger of the nonlinearity and the more dramatic
the changes of the overall assessments.

E. Sensitivity Analysis III—Contradictory Judgments

In Figs. 11 and 12, the belief degrees toindifferent and
averagedid not remain completely constant but had almost
negligible changes with . The reasons for
this phenomenon are twofold. On the one hand, the evaluation
gradesindifferent and averageare different fromgood and
excellent. The change in does not have
direct impact onindifferent or average, as demonstrated in
Section III-D. On the other hand, there are harmonic judgments
in (1a) and (1b) and the judgment given in (1a) is incomplete.
These factors have indirect influence onindifferentandaverage
in the ER aggregation process due to the treatment of remaining
probability mass as defined by (7a) and (7b).

The reasoning patterns of two contradictory judgments were
analyzed in Section III-D. To demonstrate similar patterns with
three and more contradictory judgments, takeengine4, for ex-
ample. As given by (21a)–(21e), four out of the five judgments
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity analysis for engine 1(! = 2! ; ! = ! = ! = ! ).

are in conflict. In the following analysis, the weight ofquietness
is assumed to be 0 or , so that the judgment onquietness
does not take effect. In this way, the remaining four judgments
are completely contradictory to one another.

Suppose the original assessment onfuel economyfor en-
gine 4 changes from 100% good up to 100%excellent. Let
the parameter denote the degree of
belief thatfuel economyfor engine4 is assessed to the grade
excellent. Suppose the four remaining attributes are of equal
importance. The overall belief degrees assessed to the five
grades (poor, indifferent, average, good, and excellent) with
respect to are shown in Fig. 13. As
expected, the three belief degrees topoor, indifferent, andav-
erageremain completely constant at the level of 0.25 (25%),
the belief degree to the gradegood decreases from 0.25 to 0
proportionally, and that toexcellentincreases from 0 to 0.25
proportionally. These results are consistent with the analytical
results reported in Section III-D.

The above results are generated by assuming that all the
four remaining attributes are of equal importance. Suppose
fuel economyis twice as important as each of the other three
attributes: responsiveness, vibration, and starting. The new
results are shown in Fig. 14. The overall belief degrees topoor,
indifferent, andaveragestill remain constant though at a lower
level of 0.1765 and those togood and excellentstill change
proportionally but more dramatically between 0 and 0.4706.
This dramatic change can be explained in the same way as in
Section III-A and Fig. 2.

F. Sensitivity Analysis IV—Quasi-Harmonic Judgments

To investigate the quasi-harmonic reasoning pattern,engine
3 is selected for which all the five attributes are assessed to ei-
ther indifferent, average, good, or excellent. Suppose the orig-
inal assessment onquietnessfor engine3 changes from 100%
indifferentup to 100%averageand then to 100%good. Let the
parameter denote the degree of belief that
quietnessfor engine3 is assessed to the gradeaverage. Suppose
the five attributes are of equal importance. Then,engine3 is the
least preferred engine as originally assessed in Section IV-B.

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 15. With the
assessment ofquietnesschanging from 100%indifferent to
100%average, or increasing from 0 to 1,
the overall belief degree toindifferentdecreases from 0.6547 to
0.4175 quasi-linearly and that toaverageincreases from 0.1005

Fig. 13. Sensitivity analysis for engine 4(! = ! = ! = ! ; ! = 0).

Fig. 14. Sensitivity analysis for engine 4(! =2! ; ! =! =! ; ! =0).

to 0.3213 quasi-linearly, while those togood and excellent
remain nearly constant at slightly different levels because of the
incomplete assessments forengine3, as shown in (20a)–(20e).
With the assessment ofquietnesschanging from 100%average
to 100% good, or decreasing from 1 to
0, the overall belief degree togood increases from 0.1126 to
0.3259 almost linearly and that toaveragedecreases from
0.3213 to 0.1085 also nearly linearly, while those to both
indifferent and excellentremain almost constant at different
levels. When the assessment ofquietnessis improved to 90%
good, that is, reduces from 1 to 0.1 again,
then the average utility ofengine3 is 0.6048, larger than the
average utility ofengine4 (0.6).

If quietnessis assumed to be twice as important as each of
the other four attributes, the overall results are shown in Fig. 16.
The reasoning patterns in Fig. 16 are similar to those in Fig. 15
except that the changes in Fig. 16 are more dramatic and more
strongly nonlinear. Again, this is consistent with the analyses of
Sections III-A and III-C.

V. ASSESSMENT OFRETROFIT SHIP DESIGNS

Many real-world decision problems are more complex than
the above engine quality assessment problem in that more at-
tributes need to be catered, which may constitute a multilevel
hierarchy. In this section, we apply the ER approach to examine
an assessment problem in ship design, provided by a Tyneside
company [7]. The IDS software is used to support the analysis
as illustrated later.
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Fig. 15. Sensitivity analysis for engine 3(! = ! = ! = ! = ! ).

Fig. 16. Sensitivity analysis for engine 3(! = 2! ; ! = ! = ! = ! ).

A. Ship Design Assessment Problem

The technical problem is to examine retrofit options for a
short sea roll-on roll-off ferry to enhance its damage stability
characteristics (roll-on roll-off is simply calledro–ro, which
means that vehicles drive on/off ferries). The selection of a
retrofit option demands a clear definition of the necessary
attributes and their associated contributing attributes which
could influence the ship’s operation. These attributes include
both the commercial and the technical aspects of the option.
Such attributes are defined and arranged in a hierarchical
structure, as shown in Fig. 17.

In Fig. 17, the selection of a retrofit option is based on the
assessment of the option over two general attributes (ship oper-
ation andinstallation) which are broken down into lower-level
attributes within a hierarchy. In the attribute hierarchy, the rel-
ative weights of the attributes at a single level with regard to
the same upper-level attribute are shown by the numbers in the
brackets in Fig. 17.

The influence of each retrofit option on a ship can initially
be assessed on each basic (bottom level) attribute. Such an
assessment may be acquired and represented using a belief
structure or a numerical number [30]. With regard to an
attribute such as modification required to enhancecollision

resistance, for example, it may be stated that “the modifi-
cation of a particular retrofit option for a ship isminor or
moderate.” In the statement,minor andmoderateare referred
to as evaluation grades describing the degrees of modifica-
tion. It is also possible that the degree of modification is
something between “minor” and “moderate.” For instance,
it could be judged that “the modification of a retrofit option
in terms of collision resistanceis minor to an extent of

and moderateto an extent of with , , and
, which may be represented using a belief structure:

collision resistance minor moderate .
Other assessment grades such asnone, major, and funda-

mentalmay also be defined to describe the degrees of modi-
fication. A large modification for a ship leads to increase of cost
and technical complexity. It may therefore be less desirable. The
grademinor may thus be preferred to the grademajor. A par-
ticular set of evaluation grades for this ship design assessment
problem is defined by [30]

fundamental major moderate minor none

The design problem is about the retrofitting of a typical short
sea ferry for compliance with the requirements of Safety of Life
at Sea Regulations (SOLAS) 90. The three options considered
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Fig. 17. Hierarchy of attributes for ship design.

to meet the increased stability requirements are the provision
of sponsons (additional structures to increase the buoyancy of
a ferry near the waterline), movable transverse bulkheads (in-
ternal walls used for dividing up the ferry into smaller com-
partments to improve safety) and the provision of buoyant wing
compartments. Ro–ro ferries, in general, have large open decks
and provision of additional stability in the intact condition al-
lows them to have enhanced survivability characteristics if the
water should get onto the open decks. Each of the three options
is compared with the original ship. The assessment data is as
shown in Table I.

In Table I, the multiattribute assessment problem is repre-
sented in a concise format. The evaluation gradesfundamental,
major, moderate, minor, and none are abbreviated byFU,
MA, MO, MI, and NO, respectively. The real numbers in
the brackets following the abbreviations denote the de-
grees of belief. For instance, a statement for assessment
of option 1 is that “in terms ofberthing operationsthe
modification of the option from the original ship isminor
to an extent of 0.1667 andnone to a degree of 0.8333.”
This statement is represented byberthing operation

minor none or simply byMI(0.1667),
NO(0.8333)as shown by column 2 and row 3 of Table I. It
should be noted that each basic attribute at an option may be
assessed to one or more than one grade defined and not all

assessments in Table I are complete. More details about the
assessment problem can be found in [30].

B. Result Analysis

The ER approach can be used to generate an overall assess-
ment for each option by aggregating the original assessment
data, as shown in Fig. 17 and Table I. Each upper-level attribute
and its associated immediate lower-level attributes constitute an
elementary evaluation model.

For example, take the assessment ofcargo handlingfor op-
tion 2. Let stand forcargo handlingand for its five asso-
ciated basic attributes. For option 2, the basic degrees of belief
are given in column 3 and row 2 in Table I. The generated eval-
uation forcargo handlingof option 2 is shown in column 3 and
row 2 of Table II, that is,MO(0.0048), MI(0.1153), NO(0.855).
This evaluation reads that there is only marginal difference be-
tween option 2 and the original ship in terms ofcargo handling.

In a similar way, all the attributes at level 3 can be evalu-
ated through the attributes at level 4. The results are shown in
Table II. The attributes at level 2 can in turn be evaluated through
the attributes at level 3, as shown in Table III. Table IV shows
the evaluations ofship operationandinstallationat each option,
which are generated through the attributes at level 2. Finally, the
evaluations of these three options are obtained in terms of the
degrees of modification, as shown by row 2 of Table V.
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TABLE I
ORIGINAL ASSESSMENTS OFBOTTOM LEVEL ATTRIBUTES AT EACH OPTION

TABLE II
OBTAINED JUDGMENTS FOREVALUATION OF LEVEL 3 ATTRIBUTES

Suppose the utility of each of the evaluation grades are esti-
mated by

fundamental major

moderate minor none

Then, the utilities and the ranking of the three retrofit options are
shown in the last two rows of Table V. The most favorable option
is the sponson, followed closely by the movable bulkheads and
then by the wing compartments. The results are in harmony with
the analysis conducted by Evans using other techniques.

The sponsons prove beneficial in the analysis for short sea
ro–ros as the loss ofcollision resistanceand the decrease in the
natural roll period associated withchange to intact conditiondo

not play an important role in the evaluation of the whole ship.
This is also because the increase in power and hence increased
fuel costs have a small overall effect on the total economics. This
option does not affect the ro–ro concept, which for the short sea
ro–ro has a critical effect on the operating economics.

The retrofitting with buoyant wing compartments is the least
preferred option in this analysis due to their disruptive effects
on loss of stowage flexibility(the through flow of traffic) and on
cargo handling.

C. Decision Analysis Supported by IDS

The decision making process for the ferry design problem
is more complex than for the previous engine quality assess-
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TABLE III
OBTAINED JUDGMENTS FOREVALUATION OF LEVEL 2 ATTRIBUTES

TABLE IV
OBTAINED JUDGMENTS FOREVALUATION OF LEVEL 1 ATTRIBUTES

TABLE V
OVERALL EVALUATION AND RANKING OF THE THREE OPTIONS

ment problem due to the larger number of attributes. Many real-
world decision problems could be much more complicated and
it would be unrealistic to use the ER approach without proper
software support. This recognition has led to the development
of the IDS to implement the ER approach, which transforms the
lengthy and tedious model building and result analysis process
into an easy window-based click and design activity [32]. In this
subsection, IDS is briefly described in support of the modeling
and analysis of the ferry design problem.

The main window of IDS for the ferry design problem is
shown in Fig. 18, which consists of a main menu bar, a tool
bar, and two model display windows. In the right window, the
hierarchy of attributes is displayed in a tree structure and in the
left window the three ferry deign options are listed. The main
window provides access to all functions for building, modifying,
saving, and opening MADA models; entering numerical data
and descriptive information; conducting decision analysis; and
reporting analysis results using text files, bar charts, or curves.

Once the assessment framework is established and raw as-
sessment information for the bottom level of attributes entered,
IDS processes the information using the ER approach and dis-
plays the assessment results both numerically and graphically.
Fig. 19 shows the final distributed assessment of the first ferry
design on the top attribute:ferry design selection. It is clear
from Fig. 19 that compared with the original design, the first
retrofit ferry design only requires very small percentages of
fundamental(0.11%),major (0.11%),moderate(0.03%), and
minor(3%) modifications. This is why it is ranked the most pre-
ferred retrofit design in this analysis. IDS is capable of providing

and displaying a similar distributed assessment for any attribute
in the decision model. IDS also allows visual comparison of dif-
ferent design options on any selected attributes. Fig. 20 shows
this for the three ferry design options on the first and second
levels of subattributes.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Decision problems often involve both numerical data and
subjective assessments under uncertainty that are inherently
associated with imprecision and vagueness. The ER approach as
discussed in this paper provides an alternative way of modeling
and aggregating both complete and incomplete information
using the belief structure. Due to its recursive nature, the ER
approach exhibits various nonlinear features in information
aggregation. In this paper, typical reasoning patterns of the
ER approach are examined, establishing several nonrecursive
reasoning functions. The generation and illustration of these
functions revealed the nonlinear features of the ER approach in
simple yet typical decision situations, though their behavioral
implications need to be further investigated. Nevertheless,
this analytical investigation provides valuable experience in
developing a rational OR/AI approach for decision analysis
under uncertainty, which could be useful to other researchers
and practitioners interested in developing and applying this
or similar approaches.

Complementary to the analytical investigation, the two nu-
merical studies were conducted to apply the ER approach to
multiattribute decision problems involving both complete and
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Fig. 18. IDS main window for ferry design selection.

Fig. 19. IDS distributed assessment for the first retrofit ferry design.

incomplete assessments. The examination of the first engine
quality assessment problem illustrated the step-by-step proce-
dure of implementing the ER approach as well as the nonlinear
features of the ER aggregation process in a real-life decision

situation. The investigation of the second ship design selection
problem demonstrated the potential of the ER approach and its
supporting software (IDS) for general multiattribute decision
analysis.
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Fig. 20. IDS visual comparison window for three retrofit ferry designs.
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